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that those interested in them could be presumed familiar with basic theory. On 
the other hand, the chapters on fundamental theory with their many problems 
might by themselves have been organized into an excellent ext, and the student 
would have been spared buying an expensive tome of which only part is of im- 
mediate use to him. As it is, the book is difficult for the beginner without an 
experienced teacher to select, interpret, and explain. However that may be, 
mathematicians and engineers working in communication theory will be grateful 
to the author for collecting the results of his investigations and for presenting 
along with them a concise treatment of random-noise theory. The book 
has covered the field in such detail that it will stand for many years as an in- 
dispensable reference. 
CARL W. HELSTROM 
Mathematics Department 
Westinghouse R search Laboratories 
Pittsburgh, Penna. 
A Col lect ion  of  Mathemat ica l  Prob lems.  By S. M. ULA~. (Tracts in Pure 
and Applied Mathematics, Number 8.) Interscienee, New York and London, 1960. 
150 pp. $5.00. 
As the title indicates, this is a miscellany of unsolved questions ranging over 
many different fields of mathematics. The order of chapters, from the most ab- 
stract to the most concrete, is also the order in which the author has noted these 
problems, from the time when he shared Stefan Banach's table at the famous 
Caf6 Ecossais in Lwow to his current position with the Atomic Energy Com- 
mission at Los Alamos. If it is true that the canonical method to solve a problem 
is to wait until Paul ErdSs becomes interested in it, it may also be true that the 
canonical method to make a problem famous is to wait until Stan Ulam notes it 
down. 
Since there is no structure in the book, only some taxonomic order, one cannot 
describe it without copying the table of contents, which we shall not do. Suffice 
to say concerning the first chapters, that they are devoted to Set Theory, (in- 
cluding some infinite games), Algebraic Problems (including a problem on mat- 
rices arising in the theory of automata), Metric Spaces, Topological Spaces, 
Topological Groups, and Some Questions of Analysis (including a very chal- 
lenging description of the stabil ity problem for functional equations: when is it 
true that the solution of an equation differing slightly from a given one, must of 
necessity be close to the solution of the given equation?). 
The last two chapters are closer to home, for the presumed readers of Informa- 
tion and Control. 
Physical Systems (Reviewed by B. B. Mandelbrot) 
1. Generating Functions and Multiplicative Systems (i.e., birth and death 
processes in the case where there are several kinds of particles), la. Examples of 
mathematical problems suggested by biological schemata (these are physical 
systems!; the author notes a system of infinitely many nonlinear differential 
equations generalizing the work of Volterra and Feller). 2 to 5. Infinities in Physics 
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(problems involving an actual infinity of particles in distributions of matter, in 
eases in which one cannot be content with the trivial limit of a theory of a finite 
system; these points were to a large extent already made by Ulam at the 1955 
Brooklyn Symposium on Probability; the reviewer would only regret that Ulam 
has not noted the implicit references to such systems which can be found in J. 
W. Gibb's "Foundations of statistical meehanies"--mostly between the lines--; 
the reviewer would like to add that actually infinitely-dimensional configuration 
spaces also occur in linguistics, when the methods of thermodynamics are applied 
to such things as the distribution of word frequencies and of taxonomies in "equi- 
librium": the configuration spaces are then spaces of "trees"). 6. Dynamical Flow 
in Phase Space. 7. Some problems in Electromagnetic Fields. 8. Nonlinear Prob- 
lems. 
Comput ing  Mach ines  as a Heur l s t~v A id  (Reviewed by H. L. Gelernter) 
The particular scientific method of performing "experiments in theory" is a 
well-worn technique in the scientist's bag of tricks. Ulam makes the point that 
the digital computer increases by many orders of magnitude the power of that 
technique. (Indeed, one is led to wonder if contemporary number theorists would 
have anything left to do if Gauss had had a modern computer at his disposal.) 
In this section, Ulam suggests ome novel uses of the "experiment in theory," 
and its most practical embodiment--the Monte Carlo method--which was, in 
fact, invented as a most natural and appropriate technique for the digital com- 
puter by Ulam and Von Neumann. 
The following selections are representative of Ulam's conception of the com- 
puting machine as a heuristic aid. 1. After describing some work in which the 
computer is used to investigate winning strategies for finite but large games, 
Ulam suggests that one might construct a similar game formulation of other 
mathematical situations, combinatorial studies in particular. Hopefully, theo- 
rems and winning strategies will correspond in the formulation. 2. It is suggested 
that instead of having the computer proceed autonomously in solving problems 
of mathematical nalysis and physics, a synergetie system consisting of computer 
and human in real-time communication be established whereby each performs 
the task for which it (he?) is best suited; the human recognizing patterns, per- 
ceiving analogies, and making guesses, while the computer performs the required 
complex mathematical transformations to extend the line of reasoning initiated 
by the human and test his hunches. 
Note that Ulam's concluding remarks, " . . . i t  appear(s) plausible that an 
automatic ode will soon be available for proving theorems in certain elementary 
domains (in Euclid's geometry, for example)," have already been vindicated by 
the existence of the reviewer's geometry theorem proving program and Wang's 
program for the predicate calculus. 
This book emphasizes the difficulties inherent o the author's enterprise: some 
of his problems already seem very close to solution, while others are likely to 
long remain a challenge; the efforts to solve these may fructify whole chapters of 
mathematics. 
t:i. L. GELERNTER AND B. B. MANDELBROT 
IBM Research Center--Lamb Estate 
Yorktown Heights, N.  Y. 
